Washington University
In Saint Louis

One Hundred Twenty-Second Commencement
May Twentieth, Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Three
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
The National Anthem

O, say! Can you see, by the dawn's early light,
what so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave,
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

Joseph D. Murphy

This pencil drawing of Washington University's Brookings Hall, one of the Saint Louis community's most famous landmarks, is the work of Joseph D. Murphy. Mr. Murphy joined the faculty of Washington University's School of Architecture in 1935 and was a full-time member until 1952. During that period, he served from 1949 to 1952 as dean of the School of Architecture. He left academia to form the firm of Murphy and Mackey, Architects, with the late Eugene J. Mackey, a member of the University's School of Architecture faculty from 1941 to 1952. (Mr. Mackey subsequently served as a lecturer on hospital architecture for the graduate program in hospital administration, Washington University School of Medicine, from 1951 to 1968, when he died.) After losing his partner, Mr. Murphy, together with some of the younger members of the Murphy and Mackey organization, formed a new firm, Murphy, Downey, Wofford & Richman. Now retired as a practicing partner, Mr. Murphy resumed teaching part-time as an affiliate professor of architecture at the University in the spring of 1980. In the spring of 1982, he had a one-man exhibition of his watercolors, charcoal and pencil drawings at Saint Louis University's Cupples House Gallery.
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World’s Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic” architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student’s completion of the Faculty’s requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Division</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilac</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Beige</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Fine Arts, Architecture, Interior Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master's degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. They were designed by Louis Miksicek, a graduate of Washington University's Fine Arts School, in 1974, and custom-made by a St. Louis firm. You will note that the lower section of the banner is red and green, the University's colors, and that the upper section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem

Lesley Beth Tucker
College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 1983

Remarks

George H. Capps
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

Professor Sir John Plumb
Christ's College, Cambridge
A Time for Hope?

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

William Henry Danforth
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

Student Address

Joe David Jacobson
College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 1983

Conferral of Academic Degrees

Chancellor Danforth

The Chancellor's message to the 1983 graduates

Alma Mater

Lesley Beth Tucker

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the audience will remain seated until the procession has left the Quadrangle.
Order of Procession and Presentation

Grand Marshal .................................................. Richard Warren Coles
Honorary Grand Marshal ...................................... Liselotte Dieckmann

Faculty Divisions
I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Speakers, Honorary
Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
Associate Grand Marshal ...................................... Joe Freeman Evans
II Members of the Board of Trustees
Marshall ........................................................... Harriet K. Switzer
III Fiftieth Reunion Class
Marshals ............................................................ Julie Ann Kohn, A. Wellborne Moise
IV Deans and Members of the Faculty
Marshall ............................................................ Merle Kling

Student Marshals
Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who
wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Washington University.
The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the
degree. (The academic color for each degree is identified below in italics.)

I Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
Marshals ............................................................ Brian Steven Bix, Kate E Bloch, Thomas Ray Burklow, Matthew Frederick Gornet, Laura Adele Rokusek, Clifton Antonio Smith

White

II Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Arts in Writing
Master of Music
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
Marshals ............................................................ James Clark Anderson, Anne Beattie

White

III Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy

Dark Blue
Marshals ............................................................ Thomas Ray Hoerr, Karen Eleanor Laubengayer

IV Certificates (University College)

Red and Green
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
Marshals ............................................................ Michael Gregory Rollins
Master of Data Processing
Marshals ............................................................ Richard Earl Kay

Master of Health Science
Marshals ............................................................ Danna Davis

Golden Yellow
V Certificates (Engineering)

Red and Green
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Production and Management
Bachelor of Technology (Engineering)
MARSHAL ... Stephen Grant Churchill
Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
MARSHALS ... Roger Dean Chamberlain, Ronald Irwin Greenberg, Paul Scott Northrop
Master of Science
MARSHAL ... Walter Richard Bosch
Doctor of Science
MARSHAL ... Harold Marriott Draper III

Orange

VI Certificate (Architecture)

Red and Green
Bachelor of Technology (Architecture)
MARSHAL ... Phillip Drue Cobb
Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
MARSHALS ... Abed Benkhadouma Benzina, Sara Heatly Castle
Brown

VII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
MARSHAL ... Paul Richard Luhmann
Master of Business Administration
MARSHAL ... Daniel Ray Meyer

Silver-Beige

VIII Bachelor of Fine Arts
MARSHAL ... John Paul Wolf
Master of Fine Arts
MARSHAL ... Diane Canfield Bywaters
Brown

IX Master of Social Work
MARSHAL ... Cynthia Sue Bumb

Citron

X Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
MARSHAL ... Chester Dahl Hansen III

Purple

XI Doctor of Dental Medicine
MARSHAL ... James Lowell Pincock

Lilac

XII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
MARSHAL ... Susan Jean Berres
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
MARSHAL ... Dorothy Johnson Pennington
Master of Health Administration
MARSHAL ... Susan Willson Brooks
Doctor of Medicine
MARSHAL ... Mark Edward Stark

Green

The asterisk beside a student's name indicates combined degree recipient.

The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1982-83.

William H. Connor  
Professor of Education  
At Washington University since 1958

Joe Inukai  
Research Assistant Professor of Neurology  
At Washington University since 1946

Merle Kling  
Professor of Political Science  
At Washington University since 1946

William George Madsen  
Professor of English  
At Washington University since 1968

John Robert Ring  
Professor of Anatomy in the Department of Biomedical Sciences and Pathology  
At Washington University since 1947

Robert Ely Shank  
Professor of Preventive Medicine in the Department of Preventive Medicine and Public Health and Professor of Preventive Medicine in the Department of Internal Medicine  
At Washington University since 1948

Norris Kelly Smith  
Professor of Art and Archaeology  
At Washington University since 1956

James Martin Vanderplas  
Professor of Psychology  
At Washington University since 1955

Arthur Charles Wahl  
Professor of Chemistry  
At Washington University since 1946

Glenn Richard Weygandt  
Associate Professor of Anesthesiology  
At Washington University since 1963


DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

JOHN E. SIMON, financial advisor, executive and philanthropist, has been a distinguished leader of the St. Louis investment community for more than half a century. Born in Cincinnati, Ohio, Mr. Simon attended Smith Academy, a former boys' preparatory school, once a part of Washington University. After graduating from Harvard University and serving during World War I, Mr. Simon joined the firm of I. M. Simon & Company in St. Louis in 1918. Founded in 1874 by his great-uncle, the firm is believed to be the third oldest New York Stock Exchange member firm and the oldest, continuous member firm west of the Mississippi River. Mr. Simon became a partner in 1925 and directed the firm as General Partner for nearly fifty years. Mr. Simon is active in the firm today as a Limited Partner. He has served on the Board of Governors of the Association of New York Stock Exchange firms. A generous contributor to a number of St. Louis institutions, Mr. Simon has concentrated his benefaction on higher education and medicine. He serves on the boards of Jewish Hospital, Westminster College and Maryville College, where new athletic facilities bear his name and that of his wife Adaline. Among his gifts to Washington University are two endowed chairs, the John and Adaline Simon Chair in Medicine and the John E. Simon Professor of Finance. Life members of the William Greenleaf Eliot Society, Mr. Simon and his wife are past U. S. bridge champions and life masters. Mr. Simon competed in the World Bridge Olympics in 1962, 1966 and 1978.

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

MERLE KLING, educator and university administrator, is professor of political science and Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor of Washington University. A student of comparative politics, Dr. Kling has concentrated his scholarship in the Latin American field. He has written many articles on Latin American and Soviet politics and two books, including A Mexican Interest Group in Action. One article presenting a theory of political instability in Latin America has been reprinted frequently and is widely used in university teaching. In 1967 he helped found Washington University's Latin American Studies Program. He has served as editor of the American Journal of Political Science. From 1967 to 1969, he was a member of the Council of the American Political Science Association. The following year, he served as president of the Midwest Political Science Association. A member of the faculty of Washington University since 1946, he has twice served as Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 1966 to 1969 and 1973 to 1976, when he was named Provost. A visiting professor at the University of Illinois and a lecturer in Mexico, Dr. Kling held a research position at the Center for International Studies, Princeton University, in 1964-1965. He was awarded a Faculty Citation for outstanding teaching by the Washington University Alumni Board of Governors in 1964. He earned the degrees of bachelor of arts, master of arts and doctor of philosophy at Washington University. At the end of the present academic year, he will become Professor Emeritus of Political Science.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

GENERAL ROSCOE ROBINSON, JR., military officer, is U.S. Representative to the Military Committee, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in Brussels, an appointment he assumed in September 1982, when he was awarded his fourth star. A St. Louis native, General Robinson was commissioned a second lieutenant of the Infantry after graduating from the U.S. Military Academy in 1951. During the Korean War, he commanded a rifle company in the 7th Infantry Division and earned a Bronze Star. Later he was an officer in the 11th and 82d Airborne divisions and held assignments at the Department of the Army and the U.S. Pacific Command, Hawaii. In Vietnam, he was assigned to the 1st Cavalry Division and commanded the 2d Battalion, 7th Cavalry, earning two Silver stars. In 1972-73 he commanded the 2d Brigade of the 82d Airborne. Following his promotion to Brigadier General in July 1973, he served as Deputy Commander and Commander of the U.S. Army Garrison, Okinawa. In 1976 he was assigned to the command of the 82d Airborne Division at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. After two years service as Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations U.S. Army Europe/Seventh Army, he received his third star in 1980 and became commander of the U.S. Army Japan/IX Corps. He is the first black officer to attain the rank of four star general in the U.S. Army. He earned a master of arts degree in international affairs from the University of Pittsburgh and is a graduate of the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College and the National War College.

DOCTOR OF LETTERS

SIR JOHN HAROLD PLUMB, social historian, teacher and author, is formerly a Master and Fellow of Christ’s College, University of Cambridge. A scholar of 18th century British history, Sir John has written both for his peers and a broader, popular audience. Prominent among his academic works are two volumes, with a third forthcoming, on the life of Sir Robert Walpole; The Origins of Political Stability: England, 1675-1725, and his classic text, England in the 18th Century. Sir John also wrote the script, later revised into a book, for a seven-hour special on British television in 1977 about the heritage of the British Crown. He has written for and served as senior editor and advisor to the American Heritage Company and Penguin Books for two decades. Sir John retired this spring after having been associated with Christ’s College, Cambridge, since 1946 as tutor, vice master, master, university lecturer, reader in modern English history and Chairman of the History Faculty. A trustee of the National Portrait Gallery since 1961, he currently serves as chairman of the Centre of East Anglian Studies, University of East Anglia. He has been visiting professor at numerous American institutions, including Washington University, where he was Visiting Lewin Professor in 1977. Knighted in 1982, Sir John is a Fellow of the British Academy, the Royal Historical Society and the Royal Society of Literature. He received first class honors in history at the University of Leicester in 1933 and earned a doctorate from Christ’s College, Cambridge, in 1936.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

PHILIP MILLS ARNOLD, executive, researcher and scholar, retired in 1976 as vice president for research and development of Phillips Petroleum Company after nearly forty years with the company. Most of his career was spent in scientific research. He played a major role in the company's entry into the chemical industry, in which it rapidly became a major producer of synthetic rubber, plastics, fibers and fertilizers. He holds twenty-two patents. A member of the National Academy of Engineering since 1970, Mr. Arnold also has been active on the National Research Council. He served on the Executive Committee of its Division of Chemistry and Chemical Technology and on its committee on Scholarly Communication with the Peoples' Republic of China. While his professional life has been devoted to science and technology, his avocation has been study in the humanities. Mr. Arnold reads widely in several languages. A student of semiotics—the study of man's use of signs and symbols—Mr. Arnold has explored the history of communications, from efforts to relate through universal languages and alphabets, to systems to conceal, specifically, codes and ciphers. He founded and supported over the years the Philip Mills Arnold Semiotics Collection at Olin Library, which now contains over 2,300 rare books, journals and manuscripts. Mr. Arnold earned a bachelor of science degree in chemical engineering in 1932 and a master of science degree in chemical engineering in 1941 from Washington University. In 1968 he was recognized at Founders Day with an Alumni Citation from the Washington University Board of Governors.

DR. ROSALYN S. YALOW, nuclear physicist and researcher, shared the Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine in 1977, the first woman to be so honored since the late Dr. Gerty Cori of Washington University in 1947. The award was given for the development of radioimmunoassay (RIA), a method using radioactive substances to detect and measure hormones in body fluids. Dr. Yalow and the late Dr. Solomon A. Berson first used the procedure to demonstrate that adult diabetics do not have an absolute deficiency of insulin but fail to respond appropriately to its presence. RIA has since been widely employed by clinical diagnosticians and biomedical investigators to measure hundreds of substances, including hormones, viruses, enzymes, vitamins and drugs. Dr. Yalow has spent nearly her entire career at the Veterans Administration Medical Center, Bronx, New York, where she is Senior Medical Investigator and Director of the Solomon A. Berson Research Laboratory. She is also Distinguished Professor-at-Large, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva University, and Chairman of the Department of Clinical Sciences, Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, New York. She is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and the recipient of 28 honorary doctorates and numerous other honors. Dr. Yalow received a bachelor of arts degree in physics and chemistry, Hunter College, and master of science and doctor of philosophy degrees in physics, University of Illinois-Urbana.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 20, 1983

summa cum laude

John Bradley Baird
Brian Steven Bix
Christopher John Cramer
Kem Croswell
Christopher Robert Drahozal
Jeffrey Graham Dreyfus
Subba Rao Gollamudi
Matthew Frederick Gornet
*Ronald Irwin Greenberg
*Mark David Gross

magna cum laude

Deborah Beth Billet
*Kate E Bloch
Janis Kay Burkhardt
Christy Dawn Clark
Lisa Gaye Dowden
Karen Lynn Fink
Judith M Firestone
Penny Michele Forman
Heidi Belinda Kahl
Wendy Lisa Katz
Philip Edward Keefer
Nancy Renee Keogel

cum laude

Janice Sophie Alderman
Nancy Jean Brownfield
Marla Dee Cage
Christopher William Cervantes
Mark Dwight Cummings
Steven John Czarniak
Craig Steven Deering
Joel Todd Fishbain
Charles Paul Fox
Allen Scott Gardner
Lawrence J K Goldstein
Elaine Miriam Grossman
Nancy Lynn Holland-Michaelson
Helen Beth Kaplow
Julie Eve Katz
Oran Eliezer Kaufman
James Joseph Kowalczyk

John Robert Gunn
Monica Lynn Herk
Michael John Legamaro
David Daniel Levine
Martin Erich Poitzsch
Edwin Keppner Silverman
Gabriel Cooper Spalding
Elizabeth Anne Thiele
Lorie Ann Vanchena
Sarah Marie Whitman

Todd L Kesselman
Mary Klysheff
Janet Marie Lampe
Jon Wright Michelson
*Robert Frank Onder, Jr.
*Stephen Walter Radke
Brian Wynn Shaffer
Lavanya S Shah
Constance Patricia Snyder
Carolyn Ann Sullivan
Daniel Mark Veltre
Gordon Leigh White

Albert Tao-Man Leung
Elizabeth Anne Lippincott
Stephanie Anne Mercier
Maureen Ann Muldoon
David Reinthal Nash
Alan Michael Parker
David Andrew Peoples
Jill Ellen Rappaport
Thomas Michael Richert
Neil Robert Sandvold
Wendy Joy Schwartz
Scott Jonathan Scudder
David Herman Slavney
David Brant Spokane
Sally Jean Ullman
Ann Catherine Weinel
Richard Carl Wuerz
BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 20, 1983

†Barbara Kay Allan
Karin Rebecca Amick
Tangi Navaera Anderson
†James Albert Anderson, Jr.
Lisa Katherine Andrus
Judith Lori Antell
†Julie Alice Ashton
Todd Andrew Aufiero
Sharon Kay Ayers
Duncan C Badertscher
Mark Christopher Baird
Sherryl A Baker
James E. Ballenger
Craigm Ballentine
Caryn-Sue Ballin
†Anthony Vincent Baratta
Laurie Ann Barbash
Andrew H. Barnett
Randall Dean Barnett
Jorge Raúl Romero Bassó
Mark Darren Batarse
Mitchell Douglas Becker
Loladn Christina Bentmann
†Jerrold David Bernard
†Robert Jacob Bernardi
Steven E. Bernhaut
†Gail Luise Birkenmeier
William Bruce Bollinger
†Deborah Jean Boylan
Terri Eileen Brandt
Steven Anthony Breden
Felicia Renee Brown
†Robert Keith Brown
†Thomas Ray Burklow
Rhonda Diane Cardin
Patricia Eve Carniglia
George William Carr
John Mark Carter
†Madeline Bea Chaleff
†S Chrysikopoulos
An-Me Chung
Paul Thomas Cirangle
Jean Marie Clapper
J. David Clark
Donna Renee Coffman
Francisco Gerardo Colón
Bruce Harriss Cook
Sharon Denise Cooper
Stacey Fran Cooper
Tami P. Corthell
†John Spencer Countiss
Davida Karol Craig
Mark G. Craven
Brenda Carol Creswell
†Joseph William Crump
Ralph S. Cunningham III
†Katherine Anne Cvengros
†Donna Beth Dann
Ajuuu Ora Davis
Leslie Bray Davis
Thomas Guy De Scisciolo
†Chet Raymond DeFonso
John James DeGuire
Matthew Todd DeLand
Glenn Chong Der
Romualdo Titus Desouza
Debra Jean Dinkin
Erik Arthur Domaas
David Joseph Dorfman
Linda Marianne Dubis
Sandra Lee Dunkel
†Ann Marie Dunn
Philip Andrew Durham
Bradley David Dworsky
†Elizabith A Eber
†Robert Edward Edelman
Marcey Rae Edison
Clyde Edmond
Adam Fletcher Ehart
Sherif Galal El-Ghazzawy
George Stanley Ellis
Marcia Ann Epstein
Deborah Suzanne Fabian
Cindy Elizabeth Fears
Amy Jana Feigen
Charles Feinstein
Ilene Dawn Feitlowitz
†Mary V Fels
Lynn Field
Lawrence Michael Fine
Victor Benjamin Finster
†Dawn Alyssa Fishbein
Thomas Roy Fleming
John Hershey Fogarty
Carmen Maria Fonseca
Richard Russell Frank
Douglas Jay Freeman
Elisa Lynn Frischling
†Dayna Leigh Fuchs
Valerie Elizabeth Gaddis
Gregory Glenn Gallop
Elisabeth Ann Garber
Patricia Eileen Gentile
Leo Edward Gerritzen
Robin Kathryn Giangiorgi
Mitchell James Giangobbe
Wayne Howard Alexander Giles
Linda A Goble
Matthew Joseph Goggin
Susan Beth Goldberg
†Jeremy Golding
Jacqueline Mae Goldstein
Steven Barry Gorin
Catherine Gould
Karen Alaine Greenberg
Julie Greenspoon
Jeffrey A Grimes
Lauren Beth Gross
Paulette Marie Gust
Jayne Ellen Haas
Mary Ellen Hackmann
Steven Edward Hake
Mark Vincent Haker
Robert Alan Hall
†Darlene Ann Haluska
Ahmad-Tarek Mokhtar Hamada
William Shriner Hanway
Aaron Iwao Hara
Cheryl Lynette Hardin
†Joel Thomas Hardin
†Eve Judith Harow
Steven Russell Harris
Wesley Leroy Harris, Jr.
†Stephanie Ann Hedstrom
Richard Alan Heiman
Elizabeth Ann Henke
†Sharon Lynn Hersack
Beth Lori Herstein
Lee Ann Heutel
Keith Alan Higginbotham
Kenneth Robert Hill
George Michael Hillis
William Franklin Hinson
Laura Helen Hogan
Gregory P Holdener
Eveann Danise Holroyd
Gail Tyria Houston
†Diane Elaine Howes
†*Kuo Pon Huang
Alan Matthew Hub
Deborah Rehm Hurst
Phyllis Marie Hyman
Sharon Lee Itkin
†Michael Eldon Ivy
Joe David Eldon Ivy
*Katharine Ann Jaekel
Sanjeev Jain
†Grace Wan Jiang
Christina Barbara Johanningmeier
Felecia Marzette Johnson
Marsha Jean Johnson
Rustin Daniel Johnson
Douglas Cameron Johnston
Frank Daniel Jordan
Lori Susan Kanter
†Andrew Jon Kaplan
Barbara L Kaplan
Linda Anne Katz
†Lauren Ilene Katzman
Kristine Louise Kehne
Deborah Frances Kilbourne
John Hyunjoon Kim
Bruno Maccario Kissack
Kurt Richard Klimpel
James Robert Kloeckener
Jeffrey Scott Klueter
Robert James Koerner
†Esther Ann Kohn
†Casey Casimir Kopczynski
Lisa Hope Kramer
Stuart Mark Krasnow
†Stuart Ellis Krigel
Gerald David Kurlandski
†Gordon Bruce Kuttner
Frances Dianne Lackey
*Thomas Land
Frederick Lincoln Landa
Thomas William Lane, Jr.
Jeannie Mary Yu
Peter John Zanardi
Christopher Everett Zeilinger

December 23, 1982
summa cum laude

David E Jick

magna cum laude

Randi Ellen Klein
Amy Miriam Silverberg

cum laude

Risë Belle Goldstein

December 23, 1982

William James Abernathy
Veda Loris Allen
Yoram M Amir
Steven Arthur Applebaum
† Dolores M Ayala
Sarah Ellen Balint
Denise Linda Berger
Heidi Bierman
Robert Joseph Bobeck
† Christian Andre Bourgeacq
† Carlos Buñego
Rick Allen Chitwood
Jill Ann Cohn
Mary Margaret Deininger
Frederick Joseph DeRosier
Sayeh Taba Tabaei Diba
Bryan David Dunn
Melanie Elaina Evans
Victoria Ferrara
* Judith Ann Ferrendelli
Michael Philip Ferro
Elizabeth Marie Foran
† Neil Bennett Forster
Philip Joel Freemer
Steven William Giovinco
Luis Alfredo Gómez
† Sandra Beth Goodman
Stacey Allison Grey
Cara Marie Hamberg
Karen Marie Hearty
Jan Marie Herweg
Scott Keith Hiltibidal
Geila Tova Hocherman
Maria Elena Izadpanah
Tracy S Johnson
† Neal Michael Kaufman

Nancy Anne Zemblidge
Alexander Zheleznyak
Regina Zimmerman

James Douglas Kishlalar
Bruce Allen Komarow
† Rhonda Ann Krivosha
† Wendy C Landesman
† Grace Hyung O Lim
Donna Leslie Linden
† Catherine A Lipowicz
Mary Frances MacGoy
Philip David Malinas
† Katherine Sue Martin
Linda Anne Olsen
Angela Faye Perry
Loring Isaac Perry
Caren Lynn Pollack
† * David Allan Rebnord
Randall Craig Reyes
Luis Javier Rivera
Victor A Rivera
Glenn Kingsland Robbins II
Shira Ellen Rohde
Jonathan Glynn Salmon
Susan Beth Schechter
Jeanne Therese Schirber
Maried Clare Schreiber
Stephen John Shillington
Elbert Frank Sholar
† Angela Fay Smith
* Kevin Socha
† Gail Elizabeth Stern
† Debra Anne Sutton
Naomi Tamashiro
Elizabeth Gail Troeder
Lisa Ann Wawter
† William Victor Walker
Sandra Diane Weinberg
Jeffrey Kent Zibell
August 20, 1982

magna cum laude

Steven Michael Taibl

Frederick William Conrad

Dennis Bruce Steinmetz

August 20, 1982

Eric M Alch
Eric Jay Ausubel
†Lesley Pendleton Barker
Ronnie Benjamin
†Joan Marie Benson
Jeffrey Scott Bernstein
Christopher Matthew Buck
Laura Beth Bussell
Donald Robinson Chewning
Amy Deborah Cohen
Laura Ann Czarnecki
John Robert Dacey
Laurence Robert Danziger
†Mark Joseph Davis
John Patrick Drohan
Margaret Mary Guilfoy
Lori Teresa Hale
Karen S Jacobs
Chris Hyun-Sook Ji
Kenneth Max Karmin
†Shawn Marie Kim
Michael Jay Lambert
Michael Edward Lehman
Robin Levis

†Jeffrey Allen Levoff
James Joseph Lynch
Daniel Paul Morse
†Kateri Murray
†Nancy Carolyn Nemeth
Gary Stephen Nuell
Jeffrey Mark Oakes
Donna Joanne Olson
Steven Arthur Olson
Sandra Mary Parker
†Jerre Ann Purvis
Brent Alan Reznik
Jeff Paul Robins
†Barbara Ann Rowley
Paul Richard Ruppert
Daniel Kenji San Miguel
Jonathan James Smidt
†Yvonne Gale Stovall-Douglas
Sharon Alice Sturges
†Douglas R Thornburg
Michael William Voligny
Susan Viola Whitworth-Evert
Craig Nathan Wilson
Aaron P Zent

May 20, 1983

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

summa cum laude

Timothy John Olsen

† Indicates College Honors
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LUTHER STEWARD WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS
May 20, 1983

In Art and Archaeology
Ann Garrison Ter-Pogossian

In Biological Sciences
Suzanne Bakshian
Jonathan Fritz

In Biology
Craig Harry Reynolds

In Chemistry
Teri Lynn Vossler

In Chinese
Jack Arthur Wills

In Comparative Literature
Harriett Seward

In Economics
Kevin Blaine Grier
Eng Seng Loh
Edwin Russell Morgan, Jr.
Yi-Ping Ng
Randolph Frederick Ollom

In Education
Sybil Kessler Edelman

In English and American Literature
Anne Beattie
Ljiljana Alexandra Kotarlic-Holtzman

In French
*Kate E Bloch
*Mark David Gross

In German-Scandinavian Area Studies
Manuela Droll
Juergen Oswald

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Friederike Ursula Eigler
Walter Erhart
Margit Leonie Gloe
Sabine Kosch
Andreas Erich Müller
Peter Christian Pfeiffer
Thomas Paul Rathmann
Frank Schlossbauer
Birgit Schneider
Karin A Spoerl

In Japanese
Michele Ferruccio Marra

In Linguistics
Bensa Del Carmen Vera

In Mathematics
Maria José Alcón
Greg Battle

In Philosophy
Jay Graham Campbell

In Physics
James Joseph Connell
Mark Robert Holland
Martha Ryder
Ko-Ming Shih
August 20, 1982

In Chemistry
Mark E Showers

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Richard Charles Becker

In Economics
Claudia Ruth Campbell
Anne Marie Gulde

In Education
Janet Marie Winkeler

In English and American Literature
Michael Stuart Oestreich

In French
Heidi Lynne Ginsberg
Yolande Laureen Grandvaux
Cynthia Ann Russell

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Helene Ruth Berkholcs
Philip Syng Boehm
Sonja Gado
Holger Joachim Iburg
Birgit Sieglinde Jansch
Martina M Müller
Hildegard Maria Pietsch
Willi Winkler

In History
Christopher Mark Perrin
Ritsuko Tominaga
Toinette Marie Wills
Karen Anderson Winn
Alexander Gooding Yard

In Japanese
Dale Richard Wright

In Literature and History
Alagasuvendrini Kanagasabai Perera

In Mathematics
Nabila Nassief Mikhaeel

In Music
Charles Kevin McCarter

In Philosophy
Carolyn Phillips-Rardin

In Political Science
William Mackey Carde
David Carl Holtzman
Robert Richard Jerow
Juergen Ploehn

In Psychology
Lauren Sue Becker
Clarence John Bibby, Jr.
Phyllis Renee Brunson
Mark Anthony Cook
Betty Jean Hickman
Adrienne Irene House
Daniel Meyer Levin
Jeanette Slaughter McNutt
Richard H Miller
Laura Miller-Teasley
Randi Hope Mozenter
Laurie Ellen Nitzberg
Barbara Sue Parks
Robin Sue Puder
Saundra Lee Schoicket
Jennifer Ann Stolz
Ronnie Walker
Avila Williams
Lisa Ann Williams
Marsha Edith Williams
Michael Jerome Williams

In Sociology
Garrett Dean Yocum

In Technology and Human Affairs
Philip Gilmer Young
Hang Zhu

In Urban Administration
Zafer Erkul
Thomas Michael Nolan
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 20, 1983

Judith Ann Bachman
*Steven Paul Becker
Anne Eileen Behnke
*Anna Marie Bilotto
Cathy Sue Cohn
Thelma B Edelstein
Marilyn Briggs Ellermann
Elizabeth Fraser
Russell Kurten Held
Susan Opdycke Hoffman
Susan Marie Jackson
Corinne Sieracki Karp
Irene Ngai-Ling Law
Karen Hales Mecham
Daniel Scott Mosby
Cynthia Ruth Mutimer
*Michael Ralph Pollard
*Jean Stiba Postell
Beth Ann Shashok
Mary Kay Shrewsbury
*Fern Robin Spielman
Ann Harris Straw
Karen Haig Thebeau
Nelya Howard Warner

December 23, 1982

P JoAnna Cimino
Sarah Wenzel Clark
Nancy Cover
Cleta Ruth Pouppart

August 20, 1982

Karen S Adams
Stewart Bayne Barfield
Deborah Rachel Margolis Boss
Norma Swope Downey
Zenobia Rae Edwards
Cynthia S Egyed
Thomas L Hampson
Adele Genazzi Hayes
Kathleen Mary Hem
Susan Mcardle Heyl
Bette June Judy
Josette Clara King
Barbara Ann Kohl
Harold James Leible, Jr.
Caryn Ritzer Levinson
Nancy Hill Lyon
Gail Marie Nave
Deborah Casias Noonan
Barbara Ann Nute
Ingrid Doris Owens
Bernal Claude Payne, Jr.
Frances Louise Peters
Kathleen Marie Ploeger
Sandra Virginia Reid
Betty Jane Rieder
Faith Ann Rockenstein
Leslen Wright Sanders
Helen Santamaria
David Alan Stevens
Ellen Tetlow
Judith R Turner
Norma Jean Davis Vavra
Patricia Antoinette Waltz
Joyce Ollie Wilks
Jacquelyn Dianne Wright
Beth Lynn Zemsky

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

May 20, 1983

Mary Haak-Frendscho

December 23, 1982

Laura M Agrons
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING  
May 20, 1983  
Laura M Agrons  
December 23, 1982  
Vicki Moses Friedman  
August 20, 1982  
Daniel Justin Eichhorn  
Janis Elaine Tarbox  

MASTER OF ARTS IN WRITING  
May 20, 1983  
James Clark Anderson  
Mark Christopher Dalen  
Richard Anthony Eichwald  
Lisa Anne Horton  
Cindy A Lutenbacher  

MASTER OF MUSIC  
May 20, 1983  
*Kevin Bruce Mason  
Thomas Gerard McDermott  
August 20, 1982  
Linda May Presgrave  
Jeffrey James Noonan  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING  
May 20, 1983  
Eulene V E Ballman  
Kathryn Kane Barringer  
Stanley Bert Barringer  
Lynda Cheryl Berkowitz  
Nancy Louise Broo  
Claire Marie Burnett  
Sam McIntosh Galey  
Sheryl Lynne Guda  
Bruce Gerard Kwiecinski  
Susan Judith Leeds  
Judy Ann Matsumoto  
Betsy Rae Moog  
Adrienne Marie Owens  
Anne Marie Ross  
Anita Lois Vahabi  

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION  
May 20, 1983  
Ann C Edmonds  
December 23, 1982  
Oscar Williams, Jr.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 20, 1983

In Anthropology
William Stadden Cole
James Kirkpatrick Patton

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Elliot Paul Cowan
*Marvin Roy Natowicz
Chanatip Paoluengthong Rujanavech

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
*Mark Robin Boothby
*Sandra Lee Hofmann
*Glen L Hortin
Stephan Scott Monroe
*Marc Lionel Reitman
*Jeffrey Steven Rubin
*Jonathan Francis Tait
William Edward Walden

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
John Scott McKellar
*James Edward Schwob

In Chemistry
Douglas David Dischino

In Comparative Literature
*Alice Elizabeth Conway

In Economics
James A Langenfeld
Gi-Li Yen

In Education
Thomas Ray Hoerr

In Hispanic Languages and Literature
Elzbieta Sklodowska

In Mathematics
Patricio Cifuentes
Richard Leigh Cogswell
José Luis Fernández
Fernando Soria

In Music
Karen Eleanor Laubengayer
*Kevin Bruce Mason
Christopher Dale Meister

In Pharmacology
*Michele Helene Bloch

In Philosophy
Jeanne Anne Schuler
In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Steven Mark Cohn
In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Valerie Kayos
In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Hazel Marguerite Holden
Robert John James
Claudia J Morgan
Hans Peter Schwarz
In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Dianne Durham
Leslie C McKinney
Karen Lisa Valentino
In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Peter Harris Brown
In Chemistry
Hsiang-Lin Yu
In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Patricia Ann Jacobberger
In Economics
Ming-Ruey Kao
Fa-Chin Liang
John Winston Mayo
John Guyon Richards
Michael L Smirlock
Alan Joseph Teague
In Education
Mary J Mondello
Virginia Marks Paget
In English and American Literature
Steven Douglas Neuwirth
In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Leslie Allen Adelson
David George Allen
Edith Josefine Waldenstein
In History
Eduardo Saguier
In Mathematics
Alfredo Oscar Brega
Walter Arnold Carrington
Leonardo Colzani
Paul M C L Van Eerdewegh
In Music
Elizabeth V Phillips
Richard Isadore Schwartz
In Philosophy
Jacquelyn Nadine Zita
In Physics
George James Flynn
Rebecca Scholz Hudson
Gregory Harold Paine
In Political Science
Frederic A Waldstein
In Psychology
Margaret Gentry
Diane Naomi Rosenbaum
Anne Dickson Simons
In Social Work
Dorothy Ann Idleburg
Judy Kopp
Michael Gregory Pries
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT CHADWELL WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 20, 1983

Terence Lee Burch
Felton Bush
James A Daniels III
Margaret Ellen David
John Lee Hartwig
Barbara Jean Kappler
Thomas James Komadina
Joseph James Lammert, Jr.
Carolee Lavengood
Richard Marvin McFarland
Vera Dean Thomas Mitchell
Mary J Poettker

Christine Ann Prager
Frank Paul Prager
Scott Robert Price
Thomas Murdock Rutherford
Miriam Scolnik
Janet McNichols Shafferkoetter
David Mark Solomon
Drusilla Wessel Splitstone
Darold Roy Strand
Hattie M Stunson
Gregory Lee Tate
Patricia A Woodward

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 20, 1983

Jill Pamela Armstrong
Jeffrey Allen Azeltine
Laurie Ann Azeltine
Bernet Sheila Bai
Maria Marta Baigorri
Debra Jean Bartelsmeyer
Joyce Mae Berry
Sheila Bond
Lois Little Boyle
Sandra W Brody
Patricia Ann Burress
Marilyn Jean Cain
Marc Joseph Cleven
Thomas David Cloud, Jr.
Jeanette Davis
Theodore George Deckert
Mary Margaret Dolan
Rebecca J Ellis
Marybeth Farrar
Mary L Flacke
Robert Joseph Forrest
Judith Ann Fox
Settie Louise Gerdine
Barbara Jane Glastetter
Gail Lynn Goforth
Steven Thomas Grimes
Marie Kogut Grzesiowski
Kenneth Dee Hawkins
Cecil Hill
Betty C Howard
Constance Marie Hunt
Bob Gene Jines

Camille Jermaine Johnson
Charlene Kitzinger Kaenter
Irene Frieda Kastens
Peter Arnold Klevorn
Dale Russell Lankford
Ann Arlene Lazarus
Shiow-Jung Lee
James R Macanufo
Jennie Hau-Chun Man
Jeri Ann Matzen
Carolyn Yvette McCoy
John Hugh Meilinger
Scott Francis Modde
Robert Henry Pahmeier
Edward Alan Paradise
Jeanne Frances Patterson
Douglas Frantz Premoe
Louise Wilson Robinson
Michael Gregory Rollins
Bernard A Scheller
Frederick Lucien Schmidt
Miriam Scolnik
Nancy Jeanne Shattuck
Donald Michael Smith
Regina Aloe Sprung
Thomas M Stahl
Joseph Roy Udell
David T Vivod
Raymond Valentine Vogelweid, Jr.
Sherry Lea Wallis
Mark Alan Willet
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Joseph L Williams, Jr.  
Patricia M Wolff  
Wanda Vernell Young

December 23, 1982

Leroy Allen  
Thomas Michael Amato  
Charles Benjamin Awuku Amoah  
Robert Ervin Bach  
Thomas Anthony Beczkala  
William Lawrence Bellrose  
William Harold Bergner, Jr.  
Claire W Buhl  
Saul Edward Carter  
Debra Jane Cassel  
Ethel Willetta Comer  
Daniel E Corbin, Jr.  
Thomas W Dostal  
Joseph H Flacke  
Linda Diane Gease  
Gary Steven Graf  
Bertha Mae Hadley  
Hilliard Sherdell Hicks  
Michael I Hoffman  
Barbara Jo-Ann Hofmann  
Mark Ora Holdenried  
Shih Hsieh  
Limel Liu Huang

August 20, 1982

Ludwig John Biszaha  
Rosalia N Chiu  
Thomas Michael Coyle  
David Scott Goen  
Nancy J Gutman  
Ann Elizabeth Harris-Aggison  
Wing Hong Lee

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 20, 1983

Deborah Lynne Miller  
Theresa Manion O'Donoghue

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 20, 1983

Charles P Dobbs  
Richard Earl Kay  
Bradford Lee Meyer

December 23, 1982

Jim W Carpenter  
Thomas Andrew Hutchings  
J Barton Kemery

August 20, 1982

Harold Lee Harrington

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE/PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 20, 1983

Danna Davis  
Peter J Miller  
David R Sinacore
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY)
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES

May 20, 1983

John Glennon Coumerilh
James Joseph Derner
Gregory Eschbacher
Jack L Filkins
Keith Allen Jostes
Thanh Cong Le
Paul Andrew Leo
William Joseph Loretta
John Stephen Maddock
Thomas Patrick McBride

Ronald Wayne Myers
Mark Oliver Niebruegge
Rex Allen Rothgangel
Warren Richard Sauer
Jeffrey J F Schmidt
James Louis Siegner
Charles Joseph Sommerhauser
Terry Leonard Spencer
Clint Robert Williams
Leonard Freeman Williams, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

May 20, 1983

James Kevin Colbeck
Robert Charles Dehner
Henry Charles Dippel
Darrell Gene Gamblin
Donald James Goodlin
James Lee Gowan

Mary E Guempel
Michael R Lovitt
James F McConnell
George Randall Rosenblatt
Charles Joseph Sommerhauser
Frans Peter Van Gorkom

December 23, 1982

George Alexander
Paul Wayne Barnes
Kenneth Lowell Bonenberger
Bernard M Candy

Richard Daniel Merklin
Gregory Sebastian Palumbo
Paul Joseph Sunnen
Michael G Wiley

August 20, 1982

Laurence William Davidson

Steven Barry Poore

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

May 20, 1983

James Glendon Andrews
Richard Carl Bignall
Stephen Grant Churchill
Jay Steven Clark
Dennis Steven Dyer
James Leonard Henson

Steven Anthony Meierotta
Thomas David Roberts
Terry Leonard Spencer
Douglas Alistair Stahlhut
Jerry Donald Waddell
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1983
summa cum laude

Paul Scott Northrop
cum laude

Robert Budd Haemer
Michael Joseph Rapp

May 20, 1983

Walid Khaled Abdelsater
Patrick Augustin
Paula Ann Bergmann
Brenda Ann Biser
Mark Joseph Brinkman
Robert Edward Burgmeier
Kenneth Robert Burns
Robert George Cohen
Edward Marc Feltecorn
James William Gamble
Eduardo Garcia-Otero
Humberto Gonzalez, Jr.
Bruce D Gray
William Booth Hunt
Joseph Elias Kadi

Sara Ann Mahaffy
Dennis Ray McGrew
Laurie Dee McLeod
Marney Mae Miller
Bert Christopher Natalicchio
William Greg Nulty
Eugene Chang Paik
Cheryl Zelda Rips
Douglas Alan Samuelson
Alan Wade Seder
Richard Macferran Shane
Kevin Michael Sickles
Peter Cy Weber
Steven Trent Wells

December 23, 1982
Lysander Rivera Garcia

August 20, 1982

William David Baldwin
Robert Sean Helfner
Kevin James Kirk

Floyd Astor Williams, Jr.

Thomas-Christian Nichols
Panagiota Makras Pelekanos
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1983

Saleh Mohammad Ba-Isa
Michael MacAdam Barry
Robert Gerald Braun, Jr.
Daniel V Doherty
Mark Clifford Douglass
Elisabeth Anne Jennings

Kouadio Konan
Chye-Lin Loh
Devarati Rastogi
Rachid Elias Romanos Abihabib
Randall Lewis Rose
Beth Alicia Skalka

December 23, 1982

*Wai Yin Lai

August 20, 1982

Philippe B Moubarak
Toni Labib Samaha

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 20, 1983

summa cum laude

*Roger Dean Chamberlain

magna cum laude

Anthony A Apodaca
*Mark Alan Derthick

cum laude

*Earl Milton Bergquist
*Mark Stuart Day
*Michael Erwin Ehlers

May 20, 1983

*Kurt Gerard Baudendistel
*Basil Jack Bigner
Albert T Borawski
*Laurie Anne Bowen
Thomas Prescott Buell
*David John Camp
*Chim-Chung Jimmy Chan
Kam Yuen Chan
Colleen Marie Corrigan
*Kendall Eugene Durk
Howard Kevin Dworsky
Margo H Edwards
Robert Joseph Eskrond II
*Kurt David Gollhardt
Michael John Graz
Mark Kevin Greene
*David Donald Haynes
Gerald A Jelinek
*Lee M Kary
Linda Krauss
*Thomas Land
Gansin Ka Sing Li

*Ronald Irwin Greenberg
*Stephen Thomas Quay
*Jerry Allen Esrig
Timothy Joseph Pluard

Bryan E Liss
Jane Alice Loizeaux
Mark A Lusczynski
Jeffrey Sanford Mayo
Michael Patrick McEwen
*John M Misiag
Ed Darrell Moehlenpah
Ralph Harry Normington, Jr.
*Helga Marie Okolischan
Rosalie Jane Paisley
*Jeffrey Brett Resnik
Samuel Martin Saal
Larry L Scholl
*Andrew Jay Seigel
*Harold Noelan Shaw, Jr.
*Christopher Clayton Smith
*Melinda Elaine Stelzer
*Michael David Stiber
*David Love Tonnesen
Mitchell Scott Walker
Marcia Clare Wolf
December 23, 1982
Robert Lovell Dean
*Andrew Royall Knipp
Timothy Eugene Persons

*Rosemary Elizabeth Reiter
*Kevin Socha

August 20, 1982
*Aiyad M Ksaibat

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 20, 1983
summa cum laude
*Roger Dean Chamberlain
magna cum laude
John Culver Chabut
*Mark Alan Derthick
cum laude
Priscilla Faith Bade
*Earl Milton Bergquist
*Mark Stuart Day
*Michael Erwin Ehlers

May 20, 1983
William Warden Albing
Ali Abdulsamad Ali
Fazal Ali
John David Baker
*Kurt Gerard Baudendistel
Curtis James Behrendt
James William Behrendt
Timothy Lee Bell
*Basil Jack Bigner
*Laurie Anne Bowen
*Chim-Chung Jimmy Chan
Carol Sue Cole
Joseph Michael Dubin
*Kendall Eugene Durk
Lee Charles Falke
Anoushiravan Farhangi
Brian Andrew Gavin
Steven D Goedeke
John Doolin Gorman
Dale Frances Gruner
*David Donald Haynes
Kim Minnette Hubbard
Marc Richard Hurwitz
Wendy Ann Kirshenbaum
Daniel Chris Lachtrup

*Stephen Thomas Quay
*Jerry Allen Esrig
Stuart John Flolid
Steven Curtis Myers

*Thomas Land
Sheila Anne Lane
William D Lazechko
Michael David Levine
Brian Neil Maddux
Ziauddin Mahmood
Erin Alice McDowell
*John M Misiag
Steven Donald Nordstrom
John Francis O'Brien
Paul D Obertino
Lorenzo Derek Renfroe
*Jeffrey Brett Resnik
Lorraine Marie Ross
Raymond George Royal, Jr.
*Kyle Joan Russ
*Andrew Jay Seigel
*Melinda Elaine Stelzer
*Michael David Stiber
*David Love Tonnesen
*Joseph Gabriel Trotta
Alison Van Dusen
Michael Jason Williams
Mary Beth Wolf
Russell Alan Wolter
December 23, 1982

John Bolt Brockmeyer
*Angelo Ghio Corrubia, Jr.
*Karl Walter Hahn
Don J Jackson
*Andrew Royall Knipp
Steven Douglas McKelvy

August 20, 1982

Roger Earl Griffin
*Aiyad M Ksaibat
Michael Andre Palladino

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY
May 20, 1983
cum laude

Murray David Sacks

August 20, 1982

Timothy Bruce Schwartz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
May 20, 1983
magna cum laude

Nancy Carol Fuchs
*Eric Martin Bosch
*Scott Hayward Mayfield
cum laude

Nancy Ellen Andrews
Grady Calhoun Burch
Kimberley Arlene Clare
Philip Bernard Difani, Jr.
Darrell Timothy Duewer
Babur Genisol
Sid Ahmed Gharsa
Daniel Maurice Hahn
Stephen Stewart Hancock
Robert Carey Hannum
Suhail Hasan
Peter Morris Hasvold
*James Richard Hulka
*Katherine Ann Jaekel

Stephen Adam Laufer
Shuen Chi Lo
*Stewart Jay Lustik
James Bryon Nees
Robin Lynn Hotze Paone
David Seth Rubenstein
James Duane Schleusner
Gamaledin A Sharif
Howard William Sizek
Amin Ali Surani
Stephen Alan Sywak
Michael Frederick Szymbowicz
Thomas Karl Tsotsis
Steven Joseph Weaver
December 23, 1982

cum laude

Milivoje Stefanovic

December 23, 1982

Philip Herman
John Francis Kennedy
Michael John Kerwin

August 20, 1982

Mohammed A Alobaid
Omar Galal El-Ghazzawy
Gerald Keith Foshage
John Leslie Peterson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 20, 1983

Duane Lee Bindschadler
Alfred Richard De Angelis

*Bachelor of Science in Systems Science and Engineering

May 20, 1983

summa cum laude

Ronald Irwin Greenberg

May 20, 1983

Lauren Kay Busch
Robert Charles Grossman
Patricia Ann Gugliuzza

December 23, 1982

t magna cum laude

Joshua Hal Rosenbluth

December 23, 1982

David Allan Rebnord

August 20, 1982

Adrienne Mo-Mi Tallin

Sharon Lynn Markowski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)

May 20, 1983

cum laude

*Kuo Fon Huang

May 20, 1983

*Kurt David Gollhardt
*James Richard Hulka
*Lee M Kary

December 23, 1982

Randal Kopp More

August 20, 1982

Thomas Michael Fahey
Philip Setnik

Paul Gerald Weaver
THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Director

MASTER OF SCIENCE
December 23, 1982

In Civil Engineering
Scott Alan McGrew
August 20, 1982

In Chemical Engineering
Anandkumar Prabhakar Bhahe

In Civil Engineering
Deborah Miriam Freund
Kazuya Hayashi
Carl Martin Schwing
Sung-Woo Shin
Nordin Bin Yunus

Michael L Nobs
Farhad Rastegari

In Electrical Engineering
Srinath Anantharaman
Stephen Alan Hogel
Patrick Roblin
Satjarthip Thusneyapan

In Mechanical Engineering
David Saul Zuckerman

In Technology and Human Affairs
David Harold Adolph
Jill Edelmann McAllister
Joyce Elizabeth Sanford

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
May 20, 1983

Michael Charles Butler
December 23, 1982

Amran Bin Abdullah
*Wai Yin Lai

August 20, 1982

Raghdan Ahmad Ramlawi
Ignacio Roberto Perez
Sung-Woo Shin

James M Liwerant
Tanveer Hameed Rao

Nizar Ahmed Turkey

MASTER OF GEODETIC SCIENCE
December 23, 1982

Stephen M Richter
August 20, 1982

John William Eckhard
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1983
Dat Sung Huy Trieu

December 23, 1982
Sarat Munjal

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1983
Gregory Jerome Elam
Hakeem Akinola Gbajabiamila
Mark Kevin Holly

December 23, 1982
Lee Eric Edelmann

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 20, 1983
*David John Camp
*Michael Erwin Ehlers
Jan Owen Ericson
Craig Richard Farrell
Thomas S Hlaban

January 23, 1982
Thomas Becht

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1983
Praveen K Bhatia
Costas Nicos Georgiades
Joseph Anthony Grasso II
Thomas Gilbert Moore, Jr.

December 23, 1982
David Michael Arbo
*Angelo Chio Corrubia, Jr.
Armando Ferrer
Rowan John Gilmore
*Karl Walter Hahn

December 23, 1982
Jerome Michael Peirick
Heino Reggi Pull
Meng Ai Tjoe
Michael H Ulrich

December 23, 1982
Russell E Hermes
Glen Mitchell Homsey
Sung-Yuan Ko
Robert Scott Osborne
Mark Loring Peterson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1983
Thamir Rauf Al-Alusi
*Eric Martin Bosch
Willis Dean Bowman
Jerry Steven Dahl
Ming Sheng Huang

December 23, 1982
Omar Mohamed Mahgiub
Daniel Jonathan Rudy
Robert Henry Tonnies
Wesley Michael Wolverton
December 23, 1982
Scott Guthrie Lindvall
Shuen Yuh Lo
Kenneth Albert Mackenzie

Bassel Sawaf
*Milivoje Stefanovic
John Patrick Sullivan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
May 20, 1983
Richard Otto Bartel
*Ronald Irwin Greenberg

December 23, 1982
Daizhan Cheng
Bruce Glaser
Douglas James Oberlin
Emmanuel Ogbonnaya Okoronkwo

*Joshua Hal Rosenbluth
John Mark Smith
*Adrienne Mo-Mi Tallin
Xingren Ying

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS
May 20, 1983
Kathleen Sue Chovan
Becky Anne Kirkpatrick

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
May 20, 1983
In Chemical Engineering
Rosario Elida Suman Bretas
Jongsak Lertthanapradakul

In Mechanical Engineering
Roger Tran-Son-Tay

In Civil Engineering
Rafael Benito
Donald Erich Lang
Robert William Nicholson

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Kala Seidu
John Richard Zavgren

In Electrical Engineering
Gary Alan Davis

In Technology and Human Affairs
Ricardo Arnoldo Navarro

December 23, 1982
In Chemical Engineering
Wei-Kuo Chin
Anthony Tsarnas

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Cheng-Wu Chen
Luo-Jen Chiang
Riccardo Marino
Akio Tanikawa

In Civil Engineering
Alfarabi Mohammed Sharif

In Technology and Human Affairs
Harold Marriott Draper III

In Electrical Engineering
Shirley Nian Chang Cheng
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES,
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 20, 1983

M David Frieberger
Brian Mark Zwick

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 20, 1983

Edward F Chrapek, Jr.
Gregory Joseph Christian
Lesli Arlene Pflueger
Philipp Drue Cobb
Jerome George Ribaudo

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 20, 1983

William Rumsey Barnes
Sara Healy Castle
Steven Charles Diesing
* Terry Lee Dotson
Jeff O Field
Valerie S Fort
Evangelo N Habib
Mehrdad Haji-Sharifi
Donald Thomas Kaliszewski
Elizabeth Brooks Lewis
Donald William Ley
David Webster Liggett
James E Linton
Steven Gerard Moeller
David Wilson Myers
David Alan Niemoeller
Mark Donald Nosky
Larry Herbert Schlossberg
Ray Melville Simon
Lauren Strutman
* Richard Andrew Wendy
Stephen Emery White
David Louis Wooley

December 23, 1982

Scott Gary Barbach
David Nicholas Benjamin
Michael David Bromska
Richard Lee Brown
Raimundas Vladas Cekauskas
Richard Hugh Chandler
F Kelan Hughes Dyer
Elizabeth Carol Lewis-Hagan
Diane Edgerton Miller
Peter Casey Quinn
Ann Merideth Rolland
Michael Benjamin Schiff
Julie Sheftel Waxenberg

August 20, 1982

Peerayos Cookie Amatayakul

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN
May 20, 1983

Abed Benkhadouma Benzina
Carlos Enrique Botero
Habib Fida Husain

H V Nagendra
Salim Siraj Rangwala
Rafael Antonio Veras

December 23, 1982

Pakaiwan Chai-Aya

Hin Siong Chin

August 20, 1983

Rodney Keith Henmi

Deborah Rolnik Raichman
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 20, 1983

Shirley Ann Alexander
Robin Joy Altfeld
Neaclesa Petrece Anderson
Nancy Ann Baur
Karen Rose Blueweiss
Gail May Borenstein
Neil David Burk
Julia Dawn Buser
Lawrence B Chaifetz
Sarah J Cohen
Ari J Cohn
Daniel William Coon
Jon Mark Davidson
Karen Ann Dopuch
Sharon Annette Dopuch
Wendi Jo Dritz
Deanna Marie Einspahr
David E Eisert
Pamela Bernadetta Vernie Ellis
Susan Eve Ervin
James Barry Evens
Diane Sue Fadem
Harry Stephen Falk
Kevin Paul Fazio
David James Fischer
Susan Jane Fletcher
Hardy Charles Fuchs
Glenn Mitchell Gardner
Kimberly Ann Gates
Pedro I Goitia
John Lawrence Goldak
Robert Charles Goldman
Kenneth Roy Greenblatt
Eric Laurence Groberg
Joshua Michael Haims
Jerry Lee Halbrook
Randy Martin Hans
Jeannie E Hilde
Richard Jay Isaacson
Kurt Alan Jaeger
Randi Ellen Kaplan
Steven Channing Kapsar
Christine Rose Kocoras
Susan Diane Koester
David Arthur Kramme
Kevin Michael Lanahan
Jean Lee
Debra Ann Levine

Peter Jay Levy
Harris Benjamin Liebman
Ileenah Phyllis Lobell
Margaret Daniela Ludwiszewski
Paul Richard Luhmann
Robert Michael Matluck
Jenny Ann Miller
Stephen Paul Miller
*Susan Lorraine Mintun
David A Mook III
Thomas Bruce Moser
Jeffrey Craig Moskowitz
Linda Beth Parnes
Robert David Pearlstein
Carole Ann Pellichet
Angela Leigh Perry
Jose A Piazza
Mark Sebastian Pinto
Kenneth Douglas Rakouska, Jr.
Diane Rosenthal
Jacklyn Ann Sachs
Jeffrey Alan Sander
Saralyn Schulman
Keith Andrew Slobodien
Gail Anita Smith
Gregory Joseph Smith
Susan Elizabeth Snellen
Murray Evans Snyder
Harlan Benjamin Spinner
Judith Steinfink
James Donald Stewart
Susan Marie Strevy
John Jeffrey Thomas
Joel Robert Tichota
Diane Fay Trees
Georgia Faye Tucker
Laura Lynn Turkeltaub
Stephanie Maude Tyson
Susan Lea Unruh
Mark Edward Ventling
Rhonda Beth Wachtel
Dean I Weinberg
Robert Evan Wilder
Lewis Howard Wizig
Ann Wofsey
Mark Brian Wolsey-Paige
Kevin Claude Woody
Patricia SharonYawitz
December 23, 1982
Suzanne Marie Bradley
Lisa Ann Jankelovitz
Charles G Kim

Gail Lynn Martin
Arnold Toby Perel
Susan Lynn Pope

August 20, 1982
Catherine A Armstrong
Paul Thomas Daniel
Cynthia Rebeccad Drucker
Linda A Johans

Robert Christopher Mitchell
Julie Simon
Jason Paul Stromsdorfer

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 20, 1983

Joshua Paul Agrons
Connie S Anthony
Debra Antonini
Linda C April
Mark Alan Aupperle
Anton Bauschka
Earnestine Benford
Robert Melvin Birkholz
Lee Scott Bloom
Charles Eugene Briscoe, Jr.
Donald Chris Brizendine
Robert Ambrose Burns, Jr.
Mary Ellen Virginia Campbell
Jerome Francis Cantwell
Nancy A Celander
Huey-Ling Chaur

Susan Naomi Chernoff
Jacquelyn F Cortright
Terry Lee Dotson
Terese Marie Eckelkamp
Jocelyn Duane Evans
Kevin Joseph Faron
Jane Fialkowski
Richard Freedman
Stuart Thomas Freeman
Michael David Gordon
Paul Mark Graham
Jeffrey Allen Green
Stephen Edward Green
Steven Louis Greenstein
Kim Madonna Gundaker
John Peter Hesselmann
Steven G Hoffmann
Carl Peter Holekamp

David Tim Hosler
Joseph James Italiano
Jeanette Ruth Jahnke
Cheryl LaVerne Johnson
Geraldine Moore Johnson
Judy Frances Karsh
James John Kelly
Robert Stuart Klostermeier
Alfred Soon-Dong Koh
Hildy Marcia Kuznof
Kathy R Lange
Timothy Patrick Lasater
Thomas John Lefebvre
Celia Ann Liberman
Paul Daniel Lohmeyer
Gary Louis Lovinger
Stewart Jay Lustik
Kevin Patrick Maguire
Jayson Eric Marino
Terry Edward Marlin
Harold Sherman Mars III
Laurie Jean Martin
Valderia Theresa Mathis
Scott Hayward Mayfield
Cheryl Ann McClain
Patricia Lynn McGee
Dennis Royce Meagher
Scott Edward Messel
Daniel Ray Meyer
John Peter Minnock
Robert Clinton Mitchell
Joseph William Mudroch
Leroy Neyland, Jr.
Robert Polk Olsen, Jr.
Allen John Paschke
Elizabeth Anne Pearson
Sandra D Porter
Carrie J Proctor
Jeffry Kendall Reed
Jacob Ethan Reiter
*Alan Stuart Richman
James Brady Rogers III
*Kyle Joan Russ
Mark T Ryall
Jeffrey Harrison Satterly
Val Frederick Schaff
Louise Elaine Schaper
Robert Latzer Schott
Paul Robert Schumm
Marc Schurmans
Ellen Gayle Schwab
Thomas B Shifrin
Andrew Fabus Sipka
Caren A Smith
L Larry Sockey
Thomas Edward Spiegelhalter

December 23, 1982

Melinda Ann Aromando
James Michael Benedek
Mark Allen Breihan
Patricia Elizabeth Cunningham
*Alice L Cushman
Richard John Edwards
Ann Marie Feld
Klaus Peter Fischer

*Howard David Steinberg
Nancy Elizabeth Step toe
Scott Lee Stolz
Cecily Anne Stoneman
Julia Jane Stupp
Jill Leslie Sugar
Jane Loeb Taylor
James V Troy
Barbara Ann Tucker
Lisa Champlin Vanderbeek
John Michael Vanfleet, Jr.
Dorothy Anne Waite
*William J Wakefield
Jerry Weiss
Jeffrey Thomas Wells
Daniel Matthew Williams
Suzanne Marie Williams
*Stephen Irwin Wolff
Robert R Wosewick
Marianne Gerard Wroble
James Franklin Young

*David A Hagan
Karen Sue Hogg
James Harry Lammert
Ram Naor
Phoebe C Orr
Paul Reinaman
Joseph Roddy
Jill E Thompson

August 20, 1982

Halide Akin
Anil Kumar Arekapudi
Daniel Clifford Breyfogle
Sandra Duchesne Brockgreitens
John Frederick Collett

Betty E Johnson
Ronald E Meek
Victor W Shen
Brian John Trela
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIERS, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 20, 1983

Constant Kathryn Albertson
Kristine Yuki Aono
Susan Gail Barkann
Carol Sue Barr
Mary Helen Baum
Francene Louise Beeny
Jill Diane Bushdiecker
William David Canada
John Lawrence Caruso
Mary Beth Coleman
Mary Katherine Connelly
Lori L Daugstrup
Sharon Sue Derry
Anne Dmuchovsky
Brian Gibson Faerber
Allyson Lindsay Green
Suzanne Elizabeth Griffin
Dana Christine Gustafson
Kylie Lynn Heidenheimer
Cynthia Marie Hewett
Barbara Joyce Horwitz
Karen Lee Horwitz
Craig Arthur Jennings
Christopher Andrew Johnson

December 23, 1982

Daniel Patrick Buckley
Dawn Sherri Evenson
Claire Joyce Medol Hyman

August 20, 1982

Kimberly Ann Fritts
Lisa Joan Israel
Lori Marta Kuhl
Judith Anne McCormack

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 20, 1983

Mohamed Musead Al-Behairy
Joan Robin Belsky
Mary Christine Byrnes
Diane Canfield Bywaters
Bruce E Hartman

Cheryl Risa Kaplan
Richard Dale Kessler
James Edward Kettelkamp
David William Levi
Stuart David McKee
James Osborn Meddick
Susan Lorraine Mintun
Michael Joe Moore
Susanne Nagel
Ann Christine Natzke
Sharon Opal Nordwall
Susan Preas Russell
James Christiansen Savage
Elaine Sue Schlueter
Laura Jill Sefelt
Deborah Jane Semel
Anne Barbara Swiderski
Kaonis Jeffery Thomas
Linda Theresa Thomas
Roberta Josephine Tousignant
Julio Cesar Trabanco
John Paul Wolf
Claire S Wolfman

Mary Rose Johannesman
Steven C Petersen
Ramona Lynn Rossman
Karen Ann Kasperski Schaefer
Charles Fred Shoemaker
Quinn Joann Smith
Vickie Julia Weisberg

Lucy Marie Harvey
Nancy Linkin-Doherty
Mazelan Mazlan Md.Said
Stephanie Jane Savic
Mark Alan Schenthal
December 23, 1982
Ruth Kathleen Brunn
Gordon Henry Goulden

August 20, 1982
Gregory Miguel Gómez

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 20, 1983

Steven Bruce Altschuler
Dean Alexander Barshis
Carol J Bear
Steven Paul Becker
Peter Mark Benjamin
Marcy Ellen Benson
Saramina Berman
Anna Marie Bilotto
Julie Ann Bromagam
Doris Jean Buer
Cynthia Sue Bumb
Jeffery Joseph Cheaney
Robin Blinder Chervitz
Jeanne Marie Christensen
Judith Ann Clifford
Perl Richard Cooper
Janet Beth Cooperman
Teresa K Culver
Brenda Sue Davis
Jeffrey Mathes Dreyer
Patricia McBride Dunn
Zenobia R Phillips Edwards
Cynthia S Egyed
Julie Anne Fletcher
Robert Joseph Foster
Matthew Postin Foxen
Kathleen Paula Frigo
Nancy Gad-Harf
Diana Ganger
Paula Marie Gianino
Marianne Garnier Glauert
William H Graham
Mary Jane Greco
Roger Eugene Gunther
Rita Ann Hagen-Stene

Douglas Grant Hardin
Debra Joy Hartmann
Gloria Sunshine Hicks
Leslie Margaret Kahn
Lacy Largent
Barry Joseph Larson
Carol Jo Lois
Diane Elaine Marshall
Gilbert R Marsh
Kimberly Jean McCoy
Diane Louise McFarland
Daniel Ray Meyer
Carol Grace Miller
Laura Rae Miner
Therese Marie Mulhern
Elizabeth Ann Nevergall
Maria Teresa Rodriguez Ohlms
Glenn Christian Parkinson
Judy Kay Perloff
Frédérique Geralde Pierre
Michael Ralph Pollard
Jean Stiba Postell
Marilyn Nelson Prickett
Nancy Christine Rasmussen
Nancy J Regelsperger
Michael J Renner
Clifford Keith Ridenour
Susan Nell Rowe
Rona Ann Satov
Rose Ann Schimel
Cynthia Ann Scott
Yauteva Lynise Shirley
Michael Hayes Smart
Wayland Barber Smith
Bruce David Sowatsky
Mary J Spaeth
*Fern Robin Spielman
Diane Marie Stein
Ellen Tetlow
Elaine Mendelson Thayer
Janalee Mary Tomaseski-Heinemann
Dwayne Robert Watson
Lynn Howard Weissman

December 23, 1982

Riyadh Hajji Al-Mazru
Jean Caine Benjamin
Ann Darrington Russell Benoit
Pamela Anne Boudreaux
Madeleine Carole Capuano-Graham
Sheila Rae Frazier Coleman
Sharon Ophelia Daniels
Nadia Donchenko
Laura I Duke
Linda Safdi Eidelman
*Judith Ann Ferrendelli
Barbara Deane Floodman
Rita Marie Gerke
Linda Geri Gilbert
*Joel H Green
Carol Barney Gusdorf
Amena Hakam Jaman
Magedah Hakam Jaman
Gloria Vernita Jourdan

Betty C Ladson
Iris G Lee
Christine Ann Lehman
David William Levy
Frances Lee Tieder Monash
Maria de Lourdes Moniz
Kim Moseley-Sencibaugh
Paulette Marie Muller
Carol Ann Murray
Deborah Lynn North
Kit See Frances Pau
Mary Pamela Pegues
Richard David Rapoport
Mark Alan Rohrer
Allen Sanders, Jr.
Virginia V Slachman
Frances B Stiffelman
Michelle Bugg Swanson
Christine W Ward

August 20, 1982

Betty Alwin Benson
Stephen William Coffman
Sheryl Lynn Eisenberg
Ahmed Shafeek Elsokkary
Susan Helene Gold
Wendy Anne Gryna
Peter Arunga Indalo
Marsha Lee Johnson
Carolyn Sue Knarr
Yvonne Marie Laning
Shelia Yvonne Laskley
Gladys Suzanne Mays

Sheila May Miller
Karen M Mogab
Frances Elizabeth Mulligan
Shirley J Patton
Virginia Rutledge Portman
Thomas Edward Rehak
Lisa Joanne Styles
Florence C Umaming
Susan Gail Vial
Charles Idris Webb
Vivian Levora Whitley
John Arthur Winn
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
FOREST HODGE O'NEAL, S.J.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 20, 1983

- Joshua Paul Agrons
  Laura Beth Allen
  Michael David Alter
  Susan Lynn Amato
  Donna Lynn Aronoff
  Lee Edwin Bailey
  David Fielding Baker
  Jay I Balk
  Dale Susan Barken
  Kenneth David Basch
  Jacqueline Ruth Baum
  John David Behnke
  Jeanmarie Beisel
  Ronald Noble Bellamy
  Michael Angelo Benoit
  Sue Ellen Berman
  Deborah Anne Bianco
  Dennis Paul Birke
  Ivan Gene Blumberg
  Mary Margaret Bone
  James David Bowers
  Craig Robert Bramman
  Margaret Elise Branyan
  Joel David Brett
  Anne Marie Louise Brunner
  Carla Sebastian Buckman
  William Allen Burns
  Richard Gregory Byrd
  Curtis Craig Calloway
  Marylou Calzaretta
  Anne L. Campbell
  Vincent Earl Caracci
  Deborah Jane Carter
  John Harold Cassidy III
- Susan Naomi Chernoff
  Kathi Lynne Chestnut
  Christy Ann Christophel
  Michael Joseph Cochrane
  Alan Mark Cohen
  Bruce Charles Cohen
  Kathy Lee Collum
  Cathryn Anne Conrad
- Cheryl Elizabeth Conway
  Cheryl J Cook-Schneider
  Rhonda R Corretti
  Armeta Dionne Cotten

Rachel Deborah Cramer
Janis Anne Creim
Lisa Ellen Cristal
Bruce Scott Cybul
Rita J Daniels
Kenneth Brian Dopuch
Rebecca Louise Dorch
Aaron S Dubin
Mary Harrison Gilpin Eaves
John Thaddeus Eckenrode
Deborah Ann Edwards
Steven Howard Elizer
Robert H Epstein
Gail Ann Esses
Sharon Fleming
Richard Michael Foster
Laurence Michael Frazen
Alan Edward Freed
Eric Scott Freibrun
Scott Edward Friedman
Muriel Fudala
Margaret Ellen Gangle-Casinger
Barry David Garden
Scott Arthur Garretson
Ronald Stephen Gieseke
Cathy René Gilbert
Joan I Glaser
Peter Justen Gleekel
Daniel Thomas Glowski
David Louis Going
Eliot Goldman
Carol Meyer Gray
Jeffrey Allen Green
Eugene Earl Gross, Jr.
Bruce Alan Grossman
Glenn Lawrence Guior
Nancy Louise Hankin
Chester Dahl Hansen III
Ralph Hart
Sally Ilene Heller
Alfred Henneboehle
Paul Vincent Herzfeld
Mitchell Hugh Herzog
Robert John Hille
Sheryl Lynn Hodges
Michael Gene Hoehn
Kurt Carter Hoener
Steven Edward Holts houser
Suzanne Beth Holzberg
David William Horan
Diane Michelle Hurwitz
Susan Kay Inskeep
Alexandra Maclay Jackson
Brent Joseph Jaimes
Courtney Ann Jennings
Jennifer Ann Keller
Barry James Klinkhardt
Dorothy Jeanne Knowles
Thomas King Lammert, Jr.
Diane Spritzer Landis
Daniel Craig Lanterman
Mark Edward Lawson
Laura Lane Leathers
Neil Harry Lebowitz
Kathleen Anne Maher
Elizabeth Harris Mahoney
Robert Dean Mansfield
Mitchell Alan Margo
David Charles Mason
Mary Patricia Massman
James Robert McAdams
Maura Theresa McGowan
Richard L McLennan
Jonathan Lawrence Mig dol
Lisa Marie Miller
Mark James Miller
Richard Michael Miller
Nelson Lewis Mitten
Mary Jane Mortell
Kevin Michael Moss
Mark C Mustaz
Glenn Alan Movish
Renee Anne Murphy
James Patrick Murphy, Jr.
Carolyn Mussio
Ross Andrew Nabatoff
Thomas Hart Nations
Susan Beth Nebel
Melvin Bauer Neisner, Jr.
Perry Bart Newman
William Francis Nicholas
Charlene E Novick
Lynne A Nuzzo
SuzAnne Claire Nyland
Robert Brendan Olin
Craig A Olschansky
Nam Sun Paik
Beverly Ann Patterson
Thomas Michael Pavelko
Julia Ann Pea rigen
Suzanne L Peterson
Darnell Wayne Pettengill
Victoria Martin Phipps
Edda Sara Post
Marianne Poston
Dennis Lee Priebe
William Thomas Quick
Bradford Alan Rau
Robert Kane Reiman
*Alan Stuart Richman
Michael Kevin Riordan
Susan Romero
Alan Bernard Roth
*Susan Nell Rowe
David Hart Rubin
Randall F Scherck
Daniel L Schmidt
Daniel W Schreimmann
Scott Edward Seitter
Michelle Sheehan
Rande Jill Sherman
Wade E Shilts
Kathryn Wicker Jackson Shubik
Mike Thomas Southworth
Alan Howard Spigelman
Laurence Louis Spitters, Jr.
Marvin Lloyd Spyker
Bruce Lowell Talen
Michael Barry Spyker
Mitchell Henry Tobin
Elizab ed May Topaz
Michael Towerman
Robert Edward Trautmann
Nancy Trent
Charles Isaac Tucker
Richard Lawrence Ullian
Patricia Ann VanDyke
H Mark Vieth
*William John Wakefield
Richard Bennett Walsh, Jr.
David Jay Weimer
Neil Weintraub
*Richard Andrew Wendy
Stacy Ellen West
Freida La Verne Wheaton
Rebecca Ann Whittington
Michelle Geralyn Wiejaczka
Richard Michael Wise
Roxane C Wiser
*Stephen Irwin Wolff
Marcy Suzanne Wolpert
Phillip David Wool
Kathryn Jean Wysack
John P Zimmerman
December 23, 1982

*Alice L Cushman
Edwin Frederick Goebig II
*Joel H Green
Barbara Ann Kemery

August 20, 1982

Nancy Elizabeth Hamilton

June 18, 1982

Peter Jay Krane
Alan S Nemes

MASTER OF LAWS

May 20, 1983

Kevin Campbell Findley
Bryan E Gerard
Robert Andrew Jackson III
Edward Alan Lanton

December 23, 1982

Lea Anne Bailis
Kevin Eagleton

August 20, 1982

Andrew Thomas Hoyne
THE SCHOOL
OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 20, 1983

Larry Robert Adams
Murray H Appelbaum
Philip Leonard Bailes
Bruce Leonard Bauman
Robert Lee Beavers, Jr.
Thomas Leroy Berntel
Karen Lea Berrigan
Steven John Boente
Franklin Leroy Bowling, Jr.
Joan Ilene Chassin
Jess Charles Cheney
John Scott Christy
John Wen-Kiang Chu
W Lindsay Cloud III
Michael Lee Crovatt
Steven Craig Crowson
Stephen Ming Ken Dang
Joseph Onyenowor Erondu
Reed Corey Ferrick
Patrick Edwin Flanagan
Erika E Gabor
John Lynn Gibbons
David Benjamin Gilbert
Rush David Goodman
Mary Heil Grimm
Karen Jeanne Harris
William Charles Heintz
Ingrid Hlawaty
Kendall Don Homer
Alex Joseph Johnson
Robert Paul Kasper
Saba Senot Khalil
Geri Ann Kleinman
Jeffrey Howard Kootman
Stephen Lee Langlois
Claudia Kay Garner Leber
Karsang Hermann Lee
John Alan Leible

Kevin James Mahoney
Robert Allison McIntyre
Janis M Mehelic
David Lee Milberg
Joel Simon Miller
Stewart Edward Moreland
Craig Teruo Nii
Paul Edward Obrock
Elliott Ostro
Charles Alan Peter
James Lowell Pincock
Michael Posey
Myles A Preble
Samuel Yuen-Pao Quek
Margaret Anne Rabel
Theresa Anne Repasky
Steven Mark Rowan
Barbara Joy Ryerson
Gerald C Schmitz
Leigh Merritt Schnaidt
Richard Harris Singer
Samuel Madison Smith, Jr.
Jeffrey M Snitzer
Steven Matheson Sperry
Bruce Kenneth Stolle
David T Suezaki
Fariba Tahmasebi
Gary Calvin Totten
Mark Louis Trulsson
Richard Joseph Weibert
Arthur Thomas Westphal
Howard Lee Wright
Howard Weston Wright
Lynn Yamamoto
Kirk Youngman
Warren Shi-Wing Yow
Robert Kurt Zuehlke

April 12, 1983

Hugh Anthony Bialecki
Daniel Adriel Bornstein

Timothy Allen Schlecht
December 23, 1982
Stephen Randall Woodley

August 20, 1982
Bernard Barry Ku

June 30, 1982
Peter Jay Rathman
Jack Douglas Laudenslager
Michael Arthur Arrow

Ronnie Dean McCuan
Terry Morse Sanders

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS
June 30, 1982
Gebril Ali El-Hafian
Castor Viris Milano
Sondra K Naegler

Richard Dale Rowan
Sheldon Waltuch
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 20, 1983
Susan Jean Berres
Joyce Boyajian
Nancy Anita Class
Mary Ellen Thoreson Clemenson
Jean Marie Epstein
Karen Stacy Flam
Jane Renee Franz

December 23, 1982
Annette Elaine Cantieri

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 20, 1983
Dorothy Johnson Pennington

August 20, 1982
Kathleen Anne Miller

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

December 23, 1982
Katherine Huff Meador

August 20, 1982
Eileen Owens Wolfe

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 20, 1983
Gary Wayne Anderson
Mark Dennis Boles
Susan Willson Brooks
Susan Mary Bruhn
Richard Hugh Chandler
Garrick Bryan Chidester
Cheryl A Coffman
Joy Melanie DeYoung
Kenneth M Dude
Alan J Fritzshall
David Lewis Gauss
Robert Joseph Glow
Bruce M Gosser
Margaret J Harris

Charles Kennon Hetlage
Nesakumar Joseph
Margaret Mary Leibert
Pamela Kaye Lombardo
Ethel Louise Mann
Judy Ann McLear
Steven Michael Meyer
Grover Zack Moss
John Joseph Murrell
Elizabeth Jane Ostric
Jerry W Paul
Rashel Denise Paul
Timothy L Phegley
David William Phillipi
Christopher James Pool
Patricia Pastir Purnell
Mark William Reifsteck
Patricia Lynn Roth

December 23, 1982

Dorothy Katherine Crahan

August 20, 1982

Patricia Jean Brown

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 20, 1983

Brian Scott Aprill
Mark B Austin
Daniel S Ballin
Robert Edwin Benedett
Mitchell Evan Blatt
Michele Helene Bloch
Julia Elizabeth Blum
David Evan Blumenthal
Mark Robin Boothby
Robert John Brown
David Adams Carpenter
Thomas Charles Chelinsky
Mina Kay Chung
James John Clanahan
Mark Allen Howard Cohen
Gregory Collins
Jane Elizabeth Corteville
Janie M Cox
Paul James Crowe
Andrew George Davis
Steven Keith DeWitt
William Claiborne Dunagan
Douglas David Dykman
Bryan George Eggert
James Patrick Emanuel
David Marc Epstein
Neil Allan Ettinger
Thomas N Ewing
Sharon Nancy Farber
Mark Terence Fay
Anat Rachel Feingold
Steven Aaron Feinstein
Brian Scott Fiedler
Edward T A Fry
Carl Edward Fulwiler
Dawn Marie Groten
Jonathan Daniel Hall
John Richard Hamm
Rodger Alan Hanko
James Randall Hansbrough
Keith Allen Hansen
John Arthur Harsch

Ethan Jay Haskel
John Foster Hills
Sandra Lee Hofmann
William Glynn Horstman
Glen L Horting
Kenneth Bruce Horwitz
Thomas Joseph Hubbard
Vaseem Iqbal
Daryl Larkin Jacobs
Jonathan Willard Jantz
Deborah Elaine Jenkins
Gregory Dean Jenkins
Jerry Avila Johnson
Robin Doreen Jones
Dana Sterling Kells
Helen Margaret Kilzer
Thomas Ray King
Stephen Arthur Klem
Robert Scott Kramer
Arthur Mertz Krieg
Robert Steven Laitman
Paul Benson Lambie
Robert Nathan Link
Irene Elizabeth Lipinski
Daniel L Lips
Gail Anne Luecke
James Samuel Malter
Wayne C McCormick
David Michael Melamed
David John Moitoza
Harry Keith Monroe
Kenneth Earl Moore
Jason Drew Morrow
Kenneth Laurence Peter Morton
Douglas Alan Munro
Marvin Roy Natowicz
Patricia L Nelson
Carol Sue North
Robb K Ohtani
Christine M Parker
Katherine A Parker
Michele L Pearson
David Michael Pfeffer
Gary Steven Plotke
Thomas G Prater
David Ralph Puchalsky
Mark Ragins
Mark Douglas Ravenscraft
*Marc Lionel Reitman
Craig Stanley Roberts
*Jeffrey Steven Rubin
Brian Edward Scanlan
Erika Dale Schuster
Benjamin Schwartz
*James Edward Schwob
Lynne M Seacord
Mark A Selland
Vickie Rene Shannon
Keith Lawrence Shulman
David Phillips Siebens

Dirk Paul Slaker
John Clair Smith III
Sandra Jean Smythe
Daniel Wayne Spaite
Mark Edward Stark
Margaret Mary Steinhoff
Erik Nelson Stene
Andre Steve Strzembosz
Robert Alexander Swarm
*Jonathan Francis Tait
Megan Beth Taylor
Theodore Theodosios Tsaltas
Donald Keith Wilkerson
David Kent Winek
Dana E Wollney
Andrew Christopher Wu
Hokyun Yi
Casey Carrick Younkin

November 21, 1982

Christa Louise Hines

September 27, 1982

Seth Jonathan Brownridge

August 27, 1982

Michael Arthur Fortune

June 16, 1982

Cynthia Vale Satchell

Charles S Parker

June 5, 1982

David Jonathan Kraus
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PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community,

Earl Milton Bergquist, Felicia Renee Brown, Joseph William Crump,
Thomas Martin Marchok, Claude Robert Marx, Verena Celestene Powell,
Elizabeth Anne Thiele, Lorie Ann Vanchena, Mark Edward Ventling

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided
constructive leadership at Washington University,

Douglas Jay Freeman, Dennis Ray Mcgrew, Laurie Ann Skokan

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Admusen Prize, Mark David Gross
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship:

In Music, Todd Duckham
In Political Science, Monica Lynn Herk, Michael John Legamaro, Calvin L Streeter
In Speech and Hearing, Lynda Cheryl Berkowitz, Judy Ann Matsumoto
F. Ward Denys Prize in English, Robert Carl Enguidanos

Dramatics Club Prize, Amy Miriam Silverberg
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, David Herman Slatney
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, Ann Marie Dunn, Honorable Mention:
John Vincent Schlosser
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, Tracy S Johnson
Margaret Ewing Prize, Constance Patricia Snyder, Allen Scott Gardner
Harriet Schwenk Klüver Prize for Excellence in Writing, Dafna Welner

Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Monica Lynn Herk
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Denise Pendleton, Richard Anthony Eichwald
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Mark Richard Seely
John M Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Christopher Robert Drahozal
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Ronald Irwin Greenberg
Presser Scholar, Timothy John Olsen
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Christopher John Cramer
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Edwin Kepner Silverman
Harrison Dailey Stalker Book Prize, Laura Adele Rokusek

W. A. Tarr Honorary Award in Earth Sciences, Mark Richard Seely
Taverner Prize in Classics, Cranston G Vincent III

Jinx Walker Poetry Prize of the Academy of American Poets, Brian W Cochran,
Honorable Mention: Sue A Aydelette, Leslie West Marshall

Shirley McDonald Wallace Prize in History, Lawrence S Kaskowitz
Weltin Prize in Ancient History, Lisa Gaye Dowden
Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Mary Dale-Bannister,
Maureen Ann Muldoon
Louis G. Zelson Prize, Arnaldo Torres
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Certificate Honors

Carolee Lavengood
Christine Ann Butts Prager
Frank Paul Prager

David Mark Solomon
Drusilla Wessel Splitstone

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence, Judith Ann Fox
Dean's Award for University Service, Steven Thomas Grimes

Final Honors

Laurie Ann Azeltine
Bernet Sheila Bai
Debra Jean Bartelsmeyer
William Lawrence Bellrose
William Harold Bergner, Jr.
Rita Mary Bohrer
Sheila Bond
Claire W Buhl
Marilyn Jean Cain
Marc Joseph Cleven
Daniel E Corbin, Jr.
Thomas W Dostal
Rebecca J Ellis
Judith Ann Fox
Barbara Jane Glastetter
Gary Steven Graf
Steven Thomas Grimes
Marie Kogut Grzesiowski
Nancy J Gutman
Michael I Hoffman
Peter Arnold Klevorn

Dale Russell Lankford
Carolee Lavengood
Jeri Ann Matzen
John Hugh Meilinger
Mary Judith Mueller
Thomas Patrick O'Rourke
Edward Alan Paradise
Jeanne Frances Patterson
Claudia Dianne Downing Preisack
Carolyn Rose Reuther
Michael Gregory Rollins
Paul Louis Rossi
Bernard A Scheller
William Edward Short
Thomas M Stahl
Mary Christine Stillman
M Alice LoVan Tourville
Raymond Valentine Vogelweid, Jr.
Sherry Lea Wallis
Joseph L Williams, Jr.
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY)

Certificate Honors

Thanh Cong Le
William Joseph Loretta
Jeffrey J F Schmidt
Charles Joseph Sommerhauser
Clint Robert Williams

Final Honors

Stephen Grant Churchill
Dennis Steven Dyer
Stephen Richard Hilke
Steven Anthony Meierotto

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
AWARDS FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
1982-1983

Nancy Ellen Andrews
Saint Louis Chapter, American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers' Scholarship Award (1983)

Catherine A Branyan
Design Contest Winner (1979)

Robert Gerald Braun, Jr.
Civil Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior (1982)
Saint Louis Chapter, American Society of Civil Engineers Outstanding
Civil Engineering Student Award (1983)

Eric Martin Bosch
Mechanical Engineering Department Joseph P. Razek Prize (1981)
Herman F. Spoeher Fellowship (1982)

David John Camp
Member of Winning Team in National Computer Programming Contest (1979)
Special Computer Science Departmental Award for Programming Team
Competition (1979; 1981)

John Culver Chabut
Electrical Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior (1983)

Roger Dean Chamberlain
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholar (1981)
Russell R. Pfeiffer Memorial Scholarship (1982)

Kimberley Arlene Clare
Robert W. Otto Scholarship (1981)

Alfred Richard DeAngelis
Langsdorf Fellowship (1979)

Mark Alan Derthick
Langsdorf Fellowship (1979)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholar (1981)
NCR Corporation—Most Promising Electrical Engineering Junior
Student Award (1982)

Michael Erwin Ehlers
Special Computer Science Departmental Award for Programming Team
Competition (1982; 1983)
Computer Science Departmental Award for Contribution to the ACM (1983)
Electrical Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award (1982)

Stuart John Floid
Saint Louis Electrical Board of Trade Student Award (1983)

Nancy Carol Fuchs
ASME Erwin C Hoelscher Outstanding Senior Award (1983)

John Doolin Gorman
The Joseph L. Barger Scholarship (1981; 1982)
Ronald Irwin Greenberg
Langsdorf Fellowship (1979)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholar (1980)
The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics (1981)
Pi Mu Epsilon (1982)
Phi Beta Kappa (1982)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1982)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior (1983)
Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1983)
Dean’s Award for Exceptional Academic Achievement (1983)

Thomas Keith Griffiths
Gustav K. Mesmer Memorial Scholarship (1982)

Kuo Fon Huang
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Junior Award (1982)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1983)

Wendy Ann Kirshenbaum

Sheila Anne Lane

Chye-Lin Loh
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholar (1981)
Civil Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior (1982)
Civil Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior (1983)

Sara Ann Mahaffy
MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Seniors (1983)

Barry A Marcus
The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics (1982)

Michael Patrick McEwen
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholar (1980)

Ellen Reiko Nagaoka
Mechanical Engineering Department Joseph P. Razek Prize (1982)

Bert Christopher Natalicchio
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship (1981; 1982)

Paul Scott Northrop
The “1983” mid-American AIChE Student Chapter Regional Meeting and Paper Contest First Place Award for his presentation: Decomposition of Isopropanol on a Platinum Catalyst (1983)
Hewlett Packard Award-HP 41-c Calculator (1981)
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Saint Louis Chapter Outstanding Sophomore Award (1981)
Chemical Engineers Council of Greater Saint Louis Outstanding Junior Award (1982)
Saint Louis Section AIChE Senior Award for Outstanding Achievement (1983)

Rosalie Jane Paisley
Chancellor’s Honorary Scholarship (1980)

Stephen Thomas Quay
NCR Corporation—Most Promising Electrical Engineering Junior Award (1981)
Joe B. Butler Award (1982)
Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholar (1980)

Michael Joseph Rapp
Saint Louis Section AIChE Senior Award for Meritorious Achievement (1983)

Michael James Rogovin
Technology and Human Affairs Departmental Senior Award for Service to the Department (1983)
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Joshua Hal Rosenbluth
  Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding
  Junior (1980)
  Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding
  Senior (1981)
Murray David Sacks
  Department of Technology and Human Affairs Senior Award for Academic
  Achievement (1983)
Harold Noelan Shaw, Jr.
  Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence (1983)
Howard William Sizek
  Herbert Grummann Scholarship (1981; 1982)
Stephen Alan Sywak
  The Ross and Baruzzini Scholarship (1981; 1982)
Michael Frederick Szymkowicz
  THURTENE—Junior Men’s Honorary (1982)
Mitchell Scott Walker
  THURTENE—Junior Men’s Honorary (1982)
  Omicron Delta Kappa—Senior Leadership Honorary (1983)
Pete Cy Weber
  THURTENE—Junior Men’s Honorary (1982)

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Medal, David Wilson Myers
American Institute of Architects Medal, Stephen Emery White
Certificate of Merit, Sara Heatly Castle
Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts, a book
prize to an outstanding woman selected from the Master of
Architecture program, Valerie S Fort
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture to the best architecture
student in the University to be equally divided among,
Sara Heatly Castle, Valerie S Fort, Stephen Emery White

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

American Marketing Association of St. Louis Award, Patricia Sharon Yauwitz
Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Robert R Wosewick
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants Award, Paul Richard Luhmann
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Stephen Paul Miller
Financial Executives Institute Award, Mark Edward Ventling
Wall Street Journal Award, Kurt Alan Jaeger, Jeffry Kendall Reed
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Lee Scott Bloom
Hiram W. Neuwoehner Prize, Connie S Anthony
Tartanian-Phillips Award, Carrie J Proctor
Master of Business Administration Scholars Award, Terese Marie Eckelkamp,
  Daniel Ray Meyer
Max A. Hayutin Honorary Award, Joseph James Italiano
Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates . . . Undergraduates: Ari J Cohn,
  Deanna Marie Einspahr, Pedro I Goitia, Jerry Lee Halbrook, Lisa Ann Jankelovitz,
  Ilenee Phyllis Lobell, Paul Richard Luhmann, Stephen Paul Miller,
  David A Mook III, Mark Edward Ventling, Lewis Howard Wizig
MBA’s: Joshua Paul Agrons, Connie S Anthony, Daniel Clifford Breyfogle,
  Charles Eugene Briscoe, Jr., Jerome Francis Cantwell, Klaus Peter Fischer,
  Karen Sue Hogg, David Tim Hosler, Joseph James Italiano, Celia Ann Liberman,

Ph.D.'s: Amy Hing-Lang Lau, Glen Eugene Martin

Alpha Mu Alpha Marketing Honorary Initiates... Undergraduates: Ari J. Cohn, Sharon Annette Dopuch, Lisa Ann Jankelovitz, Ann Wofsey

MBA's: Cheryl Ann McClain, Jeffrey Harrison Satterly, Robert Latzer Schott, Dorothy Anne Waite

High Honors

Lisa Ann Jankelovitz
Paul Richard Luhmann
Ileen Phyllis Lobell

Stephen Paul Miller
David A. Mook III
Mark Edward Ventling

Honors

Ari J. Cohn
Paul Thomas Daniel
Sharon Annette Dopuch
Deanna Marie Einspahr
Pedro I. Goffia

Jerry Lee Halbrook
Margaret Daniela Ludwiszewski
Susan Lorraine Mintun
Lewis Howard Wizig
Mark Wolsey-Paige

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Award, Sharon Sue Derry

Thomas R. Blow Scholarship Award, Kristine Yuki Aono, Dana Christine Gustafson, Stuart David McKee, Kaonis Jeffery Thomas

R. Walston Chubb Scholarship, Stuart David McKee

Belle Cramer Award in Printmaking, Sharon Sue Derry

Helen Faibish Memorial Scholarship Award, James Christiansen Savage

William Fett Drawing Prize, Stuart David McKee, Mary Katherine Connelly

Mary Cowan Harford Prize, Sharon Sue Derry

Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Richard Chernoff

Louise Roblee McCarthy Scholarship, William David Canada

John T. Milliken Scholarship Award, Jill Diane Bushdieker, Daniel Patrick Buckley, Mary Katherine Connelly, James Osborn Meddick, Anne Barbara Swiderski, Roberta Josephine Tousignant

Tanausk Milovich Scholarship Award, Stuart David McKee

Paddle and Saddle Scholarship, Julio Cesar Trabanco

Ruth Kelso Renfrow Art Club Scholarship Award, Richard Chernoff, Christopher Arthur Johnson, Linda Theresa Thomas

Carolyn Janis Risque Award, William David Canada, Dana Christine Gustafson, Sharon Opal Nordwall

Julia Mary and Elizabeth Charlotte Secor Award, Constant Kathryn Albertson, John Lawrence Caruso, Mary Rose Johannesman, David William Levi, James Osborn Meddick, Susan Lorraine Mintun, Steven C. Petersen, John Paul Wolf

George Von Hoffman Foundation Scholarship, Kristine Yuki Aono

John T. Milliken Travelling Scholarship Award,

To be announced at School of Fine Arts Commencement Ceremony
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, Joel H Green
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government
Law Prize, Daniel L Schmidt
Judge Samuel M. Breckinridge Prize: First Prize, Richard Bennett Walsh, Jr.
Second Prize, Eugene Earl Gross, Jr.
The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize: First Prize, Rachel Deborah Cramer
Second Prize, SuzAnne Claire Nyland
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Rachel Deborah Cramer
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Cathy René Gilbert
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, David Charles Mason
The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Robert Edward Trautmann
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Steven Edward Holtshouser
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Kathi Lynne Chestnut
Milton F. Napier Trial Award, Cathy René Gilbert
The Order of Barristers: David Fielding Baker, John David Behnke,
Craig Robert Bramman, Carol Meyer Gray, Kurt Carter Hoener,
Randall F Scherck, Daniel L Schmidt, Michelle Geralyn Wiejaczka,
David Jay Weimer
The Order of the Coif: Joshua Paul Agrons, Curtis Craig Calloway,
Vincent Earl Caracci, Deborah Jane Carter, Kathi Lynne Chestnut,
Kathy Lee Collum, Rachel Deborah Cramer, Mary Harrison Gilpin Eaves,
Steven Howard Elizer, Richard Michael Foster, Laurence Michael Frazen,
Joel H Green, Chester Dahl Hansen III, Alfred Henneboehle,
Steven Edward Holtshouser, Kathleen Anne Maher, Mary Patricia Massman,
Richard L McLennan, Alan S Nemes, SuzAnne Claire Nyland, Daniel L Schmidt
Scribes, H Mark Vieth
The United States Law Week Award, Daniel L Schmidt
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Academy of General Dentistry Award, Robert Lee Beavers, Jr.
The Academy of Dentistry for the Handicapped, Philip Jeffrey Bales
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Philip Jeffrey Bales
Alpha Omega Award, James Lowell Pincock
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, David Benjamin Gilbert
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Robert Lee Beavers, Jr.
American Academy of Cold Foil Operators Certificate, Rush David Goodman
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, David Lee Milberg
American Academy of Oral Pathology, James Lowell Pincock
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Jeffrey M Snitzer
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, David Benjamin Gilbert
American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Award,
Robert Lee Beavers, Jr.
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Alex Joseph Johnson
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, Philip Jeffrey Bales
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Stewart Edward Moreland
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, David Benjamin Gilbert
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Periodontics, Karen Jeanne Harris
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Crown and Bridge, Ingrid Hlawaty
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, James Lowell Pincock

Anna Bredall Awards—Steven John Boente
Robert Lee Beavers, Jr.

Missouri Academy of General Dentistry Award, Timothy A Schlecht
National Board Awards: Highest Overall Average Part I—Kendall Don Homer
Gerald C Schmitz
Highest Overall Average Part II—Kendall Don Homer
James Lowell Pincock
Highest Individual Score Part I—Samuel Madison Smith, Jr.
Highest Individual Score Part II—Kendall Don Homer

Delta Sigma Delta Award, Steven John Boente
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Philip Jeffrey Bales
Dentsply International Merit Award, Mark Louis Trulsson
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, James Lowell Pincock
Edward R. Hart Award, Mark Louis Trulsson
J.D. White Award, Karsang Hermann Lee

International College of Dentists Award, John Scott Christy
The C.V. Mosby Awards: Endodontics—Karsang Hermann Lee
Pathology—Jeffrey Howard Kootman
Pedodontics—Murray H Appelbaum

Quintessence Awards:
Academic Achievement, James Lowell Pincock
Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry, Stephen Lee Langlois
Clinical Achievement in Periodontics, Jeffrey Howard Kootman
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Robert Lee Beavers, Jr.
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, James Lowell Pincock
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, James Lowell Pincock

Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Robert Lee Beavers, Jr., Thomas Leroy Bermel,
Steven Craig Crowson, William Charles Heintz, Stephen Lee Langlois,
David Lee Milberg, Craig Teruo Nii, James Lowell Pincock
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THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM
With Distinction
Susan Jean Berres
Mary Ellen Thoreson Clemenson
Cynthia Inez Solochek
Elizabeth Susan Tash

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING
Final Honors
Susan Willson Brooks
Kenneth M Dude
Wayne Sichler Shattes

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Mark Edward Stark
American Medical Women’s Association, Inc., Scholarship
Achievement Citations, Sandra Lee Hofmann, Katherine A Parker,
Lynne M Seacoard, Hazel Jane Vernon
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, Craig Stanley Roberts
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Carol Sue North
Robert Carter Medical School Award, John Foster Hills
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Christine M Parker
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Jason Drew Morrow
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Carl Edward Fulwiler, Mark Edward Stark
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Donald Keith Wilkerson
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Carl Edward Fulwiler
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Mark Edward Stark
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Daniel L Lips
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Robert Alexander Swarm
Merck Manual Awards, Carl Edward Fulwiler, Katherine A Parker,
Mark Edward Stark
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Ethan Jay Haskel
C.V. Mosby Book Awards, Edward T A Fry, Christine M Parker,
Lynne M Seacoard
St. Louis Internist’s Club Award, Sandra Lee Hofmann
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Anat Rachel Feingold, Jonathan Willard Jantz
Sand:z Award in Psychiatry, Carol Sue North
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Mark Ragins
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Andrew George Davis
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Robb K Ohtani
Upjohn Achievement Award, Katherine A Parker
Samson F. Wemerman Prize in Surgery, James John Clanahan
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, David Marc Epstein

Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates: Robert Edwin Benedett, Mark Robin Boothby,
James John Clanahan, William Claiborne Dunagan, Neil Allan Ettinger,
Carl Edward Fulwiler, John Arthur Harsch, Ethan Jay Haskel, Sandra Lee Hofmann,
Thomas Joseph Hubbard, Thomas Ray King, Arthur Mertz Krieg,
Daniel L Lips, Christine M Parker, Katherine A Parker, Benjamin Schwartz,
James Edward Schwob, Lynne M Seacoard, Daniel Wayne Spaite,
Mark Edward Stark, Hazel Jane Vernon
COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Browning, M.Ed., United States Army, Professor of Military Science

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army
SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY

*William Bruce Bollinger
*Thomas Ray Burklow
*John Mark Carter
*Christopher John Cramer

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE

Roy Carl Beisswenger
Paul Thomas Cirangle
Robert Joseph Eskridge II
Robert Charles Goldman II
Robert James Koerner
*John Paul Lolie

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 p.m., May 20, 1983. In the event of rain, the ceremony will be held in Lopata Room 101. The public is invited.

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel David L. Donley, Ph.D., United States Air Force, Professor of Air Force Aerospace Studies.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force
SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Mark C Douglass
Kim M Hubbard
Michael D Levine
**Michael P McEwen
**James B Nees

**Distinguished Graduate (Air Force)

Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in the Academy Building at 1:00 P.M., May 20, 1983. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions when diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The area on the north side of Graham Chapel—in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Stix International House

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Southeast Terrace of Brooking's Hall—in the event of rain, January Hall, Room 110

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
The lawn south of Lopata—in the event of rain, Lopata Gallery

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Givens Hall

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Edison Theatre and the Bowles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Steinberg Auditorium

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G. Mudd Informal Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
Stouffer's Riverfront Towers

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Women's Building Lounge

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING PROGRAM
Program classrooms and lounge, a small ceremony will also be held in Cori Auditorium on the Medical School Campus

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Chase-Park Plaza Hotel
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.